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PURPOSE
The era of disruption refers to the current

period of rapid technological, societal, and

economic change. This era has seen

significant shifts in how organizations and

societies function, often facilitated by

advances in digital technologies, artificial

intelligence, automation, and big data. These

changes can bring both opportunities and

challenges for governance ethics and public

service transformation agenda.

Governance ethics refer to the principles and

standards that guide the behavior and

decisions of individuals in positions of power,

especially in organizations and governments.

These ethical considerations are essential for

ensuring fairness, accountability,

transparency, and responsibility.

The era of disruption, characterized by rapid

technological advancements, has resulted in

significant transformations in public services.

Governance ethics play a crucial role in

guiding these transformations, ensuring they

are carried out responsibly, transparently, and

equitably.

Public service transformation in the

disruption era refers to significant changes

in the way public services are delivered,

driven by technological innovations such

as artificial intelligence, automation, and

digital technology. Public services are

increasingly being provided through

digital platforms. While this can increase

efficiency and accessibility, it also raises

questions about data privacy and security.

Ethical governance ensures these

technologies are used responsibly, with

adequate measures taken to mitigate any

negative impacts.

Therefore this program aims to explore the

transformation of public services in the era

of disruption without forgetting the ethical

aspects of its application
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SIGNIFICANCE
The rapid pace of technological change is

transforming the landscape of public

services. Understanding these

transformations and their implications is

crucial for effectively managing and

benefiting from these changes. This

includes understanding the ethical issues

related to technologies such as artificial

intelligence, data analytics, and digital

platforms..

Public services are currently facing

complex global challenges such as climate

change, pandemics, and international

conflicts. Understanding governance

ethics can help participants navigate the

challenges of transforming public services

in a way that is ethical, fair and in the best

interest of all stakeholders.

With the pace of change likely to continue,

or even accelerate, in the future,

understanding the ethics of governance

and public service transformation can help

prepare for the challenges and

opportunities in the future. It equips

participants with the knowledge and skills

they need to navigate an increasingly

complex and digital public service

landscape
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PARTICIPANT

A course on governance ethics and
public service transformation is
beneficial for a variety of
individuals. Those studying or
researching governance, public
administration, political science, or
related fields can gain deeper
insights into contemporary issues in
the field. student who interested in
understanding how public services
operate and are transforming could
find such a course valuable. This
knowledge can help them better
understand and engage with the
services that affect their lives.

FACILITIES
During the training, participants are
taught to use research applications or
software that can be very helpful in
collecting, managing and analyzing
data, as well as in various other
aspects of the research process. This
class combines the exploration of new
theories and paradigms in research
and assessment of ethical issues of
government and contemporary public
services. Furthermore, to simulate
public service scenarios and study the
impact of different decisions,
simulation software could be
beneficial. This can help students
understand real-world applications of
the principles they're learning.
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Analyzing real or hypothetical case

studies is a powerful way to understand

how governance, ethics, and public

service principles apply in the real world.

Case Studies

Working in groups to solve problems or

develop solutions can help build

teamwork skills, as well as deepen

understanding of subject matter.

Group Projects
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ACTIVITIES
This course is designed to promote learning,
understanding, and practical application of the
concepts being taught, which it includes

students carry out a research project or

write a paper on a relevant topic and will

be published in a reputable journal.

Research Project

students will visit public service

organizations or government departments

to observe and understand their

functioning.

Field Trips or visits
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Introduction to Governance and Ethics

Public Service Values and Principles

Ethical Dilemmas in Public Service

Leadership and Ethics

Legal Framework of Public Service

Corruption and Misconduct

Public Service Transformation and Innovation

Data Ethics in Public Service

Ethics, Diversity, and Inclusion

Sustainability and Public Service

TOPICS 
COURSE 

The course on governance ethics, and public service
transformation  cover a wide range of topics for teaching and
learning. Here are some potential topics :
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